Michigan tailgater causes Dillon Hall to forfeit next SYR

By MARK PANKOWSKI

Dillon Hall forfeited one of its SYRs and must do a community service project as a result of a "private tailgater" in Ann Arbor, Mich., on Sept. 14 which included the hall's fight song and bright red flag. Dillon Hall President John Husmann said.

The pre-game tailgater, which was nothing more than a Dillon gathering as it appeared to be as a Notre Dame gathering," Husmann said.

Because of the flag rasing and the gathering, billing itself as a Dillon Hall event," he said. "That was the reason for (the University's) response.

The tailgater was attended by approximately 150 students, half of whom were not Dillon Hall residents, he said.

"I think that if the flag had not been raised then it would have been considered a private party, and everything would have been fine," he said.

John Goldrick, associate vice president for residence life, would not give specific details why the Office of Residence Life had levied the punishment, but did say the matter "was not dealt with as an alcohol policy violation.

"It was because of other matters discussed with the residence director and the hall president," Goldrick said.

Correction

Because of a reporting error, an article in yesterday's Observer gave incorrect dates for the student government conference. The conference will take place Oct. 11, 12 and 13. The Observer regrets the errors.
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Michigan tailgater causes Dillon Hall to forfeit next SYR

Several complaints about the tailgaters were made to "high-ranking University officials," according to Father Joseph Carey, Dillon Hall rec-

tor. "People from Michigan and who was the University's punishment," Carey said. "There were a lot of reports to the University. . . . It was a well-known fact around (the University) that there was this tailgater.

The tailgater was questioned when the University should have the authority to handle a tailgater that occurred in Michigan.

"I think whether the University's response reaches that for really should be looked into," Husmann said. "I don't believe there is a precedent. That's why I think this should be looked into." Carey, however, said a precedent had been set in 1985 when a Notre Dame senior almost was expelled for his actions in Florida during spring break.

"The question came up (at that time) that if you're claiming to be a Notre Dame student, do your behavior have to be a certain way?" Carey said. "The (University) said especially if you paint yourself blue and gold and paint Notre Dame on your head.

"There is an expectation of normal human behavior when you go to Michigan or Purdue or wherever," he said. "When you go somewhere you should show some class.

Goldrick and Ann Firth, director of residence life, discussed with Carey and met twice with Husmann before making the decision on what punishment was appropriate, Goldrick said.

Had it been the result of the consultation and the meetings, Carey said, "was Dil­

ton Hall to forfeit its second SYR of that is helping others. I can, at least, know that my own misfortune has had some positive worth," Hudson said in his last public statement.

He had known for more than a year that he suffered from acquired immune deficiency syndrome, but it became known publicly only after a gaunt Hudson checked into the American Hospital in Paris on July 21. The hospital decided Hudson was too weak to be a good candidate for the drug's experimental therapy with a drug whose effectiveness had not been proved.

He returned to Los Angeles Aug. 6 and spent the next 18 days in UCLA Medical Center.

Olson said Hudson had been seeking friends and seemed un-

changed recently. He said the actor had not suffered pain or taken pain-

The battle raged on for control of Tripoli, where more than 500 people have been killed and 1,100 have been wounded since Sept. 15. The militias supplied by Syria, Mos­

cow's main ally in the Middle East, have the fundamentals centered with their backs to the sea and Syrian artillery has joined the battle.

The body of cultural attaché Arakly Katokov, 32, was found yes-

terday, shot once in the head at close range. It was sprawled on blood-

stained rocks near the Cite Sportive, a stadium adjacent to the Sabra Palestinian refugee camp, which was destroyed by shellfire in Lebanon's decade-long civil war.

An anonymous caller claiming to speak for the Islamic Liberation Or­

ganization gave the location of the body in a telephone call to a Wes-

ters news agency.

"We have carried out God's sen­

tence against one of the hostages and we shall execute the others one after the other if the atheistic cam­

aign against Islamic Tripoli does not stop," the caller said. The four Soviets were abducted Monday in two separate incidents in west
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Soviet embassy in Lebanon held; kidnappers kill 1, threaten others

Associated Press

BEIRUT, Lebanon - Kidnapers of four Soviet Embassy employees claimed a second captive had been killed, and another said Moscow ex-

tremists planned to blow up the em-

bassy.

The battle raged on for control of Tripoli, where more than 500 people have been killed and 1,100 have been wounded since Sept. 15. The militias supplied by Syria, Mos­
cow's main ally in the Middle East, have the fundamentals centered with their backs to the sea and Syrian artillery has joined the battle.

The body of cultural attaché Arakly Katokov, 32, was found yes-
terday, shot once in the head at close range. It was sprawled on blood-
stained rocks near the Cite Sportive, a stadium adjacent to the Sabra Palesti­
nian refugee camp, which was destroyed by shellfire in Lebanon's decade-long civil war.

An anonymous caller claiming to speak for the Islamic Liberation Or­
ganization gave the location of the body in a telephone call to a Wes-
ters news agency.
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Actor Rock Hudson loses yearlong battle with AIDS

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Rock Hudson, the cinema idol whose admission of a yearlong battle against AIDS won sympathy and attention for victims of the disease, died yesterday at his home. He was 59.

Hudson, star of "Giant," "A Gar-

nering of Eagles," several comedies with Doris Day on film and "McMillan and Wife" and "Dynasty" on television, died peacefully in his sleep at 9 o'clock this (yesterday) morning," publicist Dale Olson said.

At the White House, President Reagan issued a statement saying: "No one said I was saddened by the news of Rock Hudson's death. He will always be remembered for his dynamic impact on the film industry and fans all over the world will cer-

tainly mourn his loss. He will be

remembered for his humanity, his sympathetic spirit and well-

observed reputation for kindness, May God rest his soul."

Hudson's friends and one-time co-

star Elizabeth Taylor said in a state-

ment: "Please God, he has not died in vain."

Taylor, who starred with Hudson in "The Mirror Crack'd" and "The Mirror Crack'd From Side to Side," was one of his closest supporters in his final days, and was co-chair for an Egyptian benefit Sept. 19 with actor Burt Reynolds.

Hudson donated $250,000 to the benefit, which grossed more than $1.2 million for AIDS research. Hudson, who was not happy that I have AIDS, but if anything, he at least knew that my own misfortune has had some positive worth," Hudson said in his last public statement.

He had known for more than a year that he suffered from acquired immune deficiency syndrome, but it became known publicly only after a gaunt Hudson checked into the American Hospital in Paris on July 21. The hospital decided Hudson was too weak to be a good candidate for the drug's experimental therapy with a drug whose effectiveness had not been proved.

He returned to Los Angeles Aug. 6 and spent the next 18 days in UCLA Medical Center.

Olson said Hudson had been seeking friends and seemed un-

changed recently. He said the actor had not suffered pain or taken pain-

medication for complications of AIDS, which disarms the body's

resistance to disease.

The office of Rexford Kennamer, Hudson's physician, said he would not comment on the immediate cause of the actor's death.

Coroner's spokesman Bill Gold said it would not be a coroner's case, because Hudson had been under the care of a physician.

Olson said only the staff at Hud-

son's home was there when he died.

Funeral services were not set im-

mediately.

The most common victims of AIDS are homosexuals, intravenous drug users and hemophiliacs. The disease is believed to be spread through sexual contact, conta-
nimated needles and blood trans-

fusions.

Hudson's homosexuality had been rumored for years. Even after his illness became known and several magazines carried sympa-

thetic articles describing Hudson as a homosexual, the actor kept silent.

In 1955, Hudson married his agent's secretary, Phyllis Gates. The newlyweds had a much-publicized honeymoon in Florida, but separated the following year and were divorced in 1958. Hudson never remarried.

People magazine reported this year that the marriage had been set up by Universal Studios to dispel rumors about Hudson.

Olson refused to comment on such reports.

"There has never been any definitive statement about that from anyone, including Rock himself," Ol-

son said yesterday.

Hudson, 6-foot-4 and ruggedly handsome, was a perennial top-10 box office attraction during the
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British Airways is offering a sky-high seat for the great Halley's comet show. For the equivalent of $42, the state-owned airline is promising to take passengers on an hour-long trip over the ocean at 11,000 feet on a moonless night - well above most atmospheric pollution and away from the glare of city lights. The flights, in December and January, will operate from Manchester Airport. "They will probably provide the country's best naked-eye view of the comet on its nearest approach to the Earth," an airline spokesman stated. The comet, named after Britain's 18th century astronomer Edmund Halley, passes the Earth every 75 years. The airline said the windows of the 93-seater BAC-111 aircraft to be used for its flights will be "as clear as possible." -AP

University of Chicago Professor Allan Boinan, a member of the Committee on Social Thought, will present the first lecture in a new Notre Dame series, "Rationality, Classical and Modern." What is Enlightenment? His talk at 7:30 p.m. in the Memorial Union auditorium is sponsored by the Program for Liberal Studies with support from the Euxos Foundation and is open to the public. For more information, "Rousseau on Democratic Education: Critique of the Enlightenment" will focus on the bearing of the 18th century French philosopher and author's analysis of politics and education for contemporary democratic society. -The Observer

The Feast of St. Francis of Assisi will be celebrated at 11:30 a.m. in Sacred Heart Church. Father Robert Kennedy of the University's Ministry office will say the Mass. Sister Mary Jane Griffin, rectress of Farley Hall and acting director of the Center for Social Concerns, will give the homily. Following Mass, a simple meal will be served. Reservations should be made by noon today. -The Observer

Weather

Sunshine will stream through windows today, as temperatures climb to summer-like levels. High near 70. Partly cloudy tonight with the low around 50. Partly sunny tomorrow with a 30 percent chance of showers. High in the lower 70s. -AP
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CSC director McNeill continues to recover

By KATHERINE ZASSICK
News Service

Center for Social Concerns Director Father Don McNeill is on medical leave from Notre Dame this year and is recovering in Berkeley, Calif., according to Father Daniel Jenks, rector of Sacred Heart Church.

McNeill is "suffering from a temporary condition that impaired usage of his arms and neck which may have been caused by a pinched nerve," Jenks said.

"With therapy and rest he should be able to make a complete recovery by next year," he added.

McNeill is staying with his fellow Holy Cross priests in California while he recovers.

Sister Jane Griffin has assumed the position of acting director of the CSC until next year when McNeill is expected to return, Jenks said.

Many of the complaints about the tailor were stemmed from the ballad's original song, Carey said.

"The Dillon Hall ballad is known by many people in the University and many find it offensive because of the language," he said.

Although it was the residents of Dillon Hall who were punished, they were not the only ones attending the tailor, Husmann said.

"There were a number of Notre Dame and Mary's girls there and a number of other Notre Dame males," he said.

The key point is that it was not an entire Dillon event," Husmann said.

The tailor was not an official ballad function but, he said, and people capacity to gain the release of the Soviets and 14 Westerners held by kidnappers in Lebanon.

The Islamic Liberation Organization, a Sunni Muslim fundamentalist group, claimed in a Feb. 17, 1985,UNS call that was not authenticated, that it was taking 24 hours to let everyone know where the hostages and photographs of all four were raised.

One body had been raised.

There was no way to authenticate the call.

The Islamic Liberation Organization's statement about the kidnappings has been accompanied by a video showing a few of the hostages and photographs of all four.

The Islamic Liberation Organization has expressed the possibility of the hostages in Lebanon.

Hudson was a versatile leading man, starring in large-scale films like "Chaplin" and "Bonnie & Clyde," as well as the successful "80s films like "Beverly Hills Cop." He died in 1985.

Hudson turned to television after his films. He starred for six seasons as the police commissioner in "The Night Stalker," a popular series that aired in the 1970s.

Hudson's death came as a surprise to many, especially fans of his work in film and television.

Hudson's legacy lives on through his contributions to the entertainment industry, particularly film and television, and his impact continues to be felt by those who knew him.
PARIS: President Francois Mitterrand and Mikhail Gorbachev discussed the possibilities of "a serious, real reduction" in armaments yesterday, six weeks before the U.S.-Soviet summit.

Mitterrand's spokesman said the president and the Soviet leader also touched on the Reagan administration's Star Wars research program for a space-based defense system in their first private meeting.

Gorbachev is in France for four days, on his first visit to the West since taking over as Kremlin leader in November.

He repeated Soviet opposition to the space-defense plan in his arrival statement, speaking of the need to prevent "an arms race in space and end it on Earth."

Mitterrand told him that "too many conflicts, suffering, attacks on the dignity of man" were afflicting men today, presidential spokesman Michel Vauzelle said. He described the two-hour, 15-minute discussion as occurring in "a cordial atmosphere with a will for better understanding to explain oneself frankly without ambiguities, in mutual respect."

Vauzelle said the general discussion included "East-West relations, the East-West arms balance, and more precisely that balance in Europe, and how to engage in a process that would bring about a serious, real reduction in arms and reduce tensions."

Mitterrand was an outspoken supporter of Nato's deployment of medium-range cruise and Pershing nuclear missiles in Europe, to balance Soviet SS-20s.

Gorbachev and President Reagan will meet in Geneva Nov. 19-20.

Vauzelle said Star Wars, which is expected to be the main topic at the summit came up yesterday. Mitterrand opposes many facets of the plan, but does not want to criticize it jointly with Gorbachev.

Mitterrand has rejected Washington's invitation to participate in the space system as a "potential third party," normally called the Strategic Defense Initiative.

Mitterrand tells U.S. he is an outspoken advocate of arms control and the reduction of tensions.

WASHINGTON: President Reagan suggested Tuesday that Israel was justified in raiding the Palestine Liberation Organization headquarters in Tunisia in retaliation for the killing last week of three Israelis in Cyprus.

As to whether U.S. planes were involved in the air raid, Reagan refused to comment. "I don't know the facts," he said.

Redman said it was the department's understanding that the raid was not intended as an offensive act against Tunisia, and he refused to say whether the administration considered the raid a violation of Tunisia's sovereignty.

"We deeply deplore the rising pattern of violence, of which this latest incident is part," said Redman. "It underscores the need to work on the peace process."

While acknowledging that U.S. supplied equipment was used by the Israelis, Redman said the administration was not informed in advance of the raid and was not involved "in any way."

He firmly denied a report that the Israeli planes flew off a U.S. aircraft carrier.

The raid by six Israeli planes Tuesday killed up to 60 people and destroyed the PLO complex, the PLO said.

It was the first Israeli air raid outside Lebanon since June 7, 1981, when then-Prime Minister Menachem Begin sent Israeli jets to bomb the Iraq nuclear reactor near Baghdad.

Street rioting continues to plague England, Liverpool sustains damage in latest attacks

Associated Press

LONDON - Gasoline bombers attacked police and started fires in the racially mixed south London neighborhood of Brixton late Sunday night.

Five businesses were burned in Brixton and the rioters stole a police station and set cars on fire.

They then burned about 150 police cars and attempted to burn down a police station.

Further trouble is expected.

Chemical in pacifiers could cause cancer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON: A chemical used in millions of pacifiers and other plastic baby products definitely causes cancer in animals and "must be considered potentially cancerous in humans," a scientific panel told the Consumer Product Safety Commission on Monday.

The panel called for more study of the chemical - di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, or DEHP - and asked that investigation "be intensified" into the susceptibility of children to toxic effects of environmental chemicals in general.

Although tests on rats and mice resulted in excess liver cancer, "epidemiologic studies have been inadequate to assess the possible human carcinogenicity of DEHP," the panel said.

It added, however, that estimates based on the animal tests, mathematical models and assumptions suggest that dietary DEHP could contribute to between 100 and 150 human liver cancer deaths a year.

Further, it said, there also were risks to kidney dialysis patients and hemophiliacs from intravenous exposure and that the "added risk due to oral exposure to children's products containing DEHP is estimated as roughly 20-100 deaths per year."

Aaron Locker, a lawyer for the Toy Manufacturers of America, said in a telephone interview from New York that the association has seen "no hard data" on rare deaths, but the association of special cancer risk. Nevertheless, he said, the group is still advising members "to avoid DEHP and look for alternatives" in light of the controversy.

Some already have moved to other products, he said, but he provided no figures.
More hoots will sound

Gerry Scimeca
Record review

Nervous Night Hooters

Records are rated on a four-star scale, four being the best.

Now here is a band that Lee Iacocca could be proud of — a fresh, new band playing the fun-spun blend of American rock’n’roll which would be all but absent in music today if it weren’t for a handful of stubborn characters like Huey and Bruce. On Nervous Night, the Hooters (who get their name from a toy that looks like a cross between a piano and a harmonica) refuel the American rock sound with a set of good, polished songs that sound distinctly domestic, as well as original.

If the Hooters’ sound seems the least bit familiar to you, it should. The Lennon and McCartney of the Hooters, lead singer Rob Hyman and guitarist Eric Bazilian, were the musicians who lit the match under rock’n’roll which would be foolish to say the Hooters are the only American rock act making good music, but almost all of the songs on Downtown are worthy of any serious rock act.

The first two songs released from the album give a good sampling not only of the musical content of their songs, but of their lyrical content as well. “All You Zombies,” with its haunted-house sound thanks to its slow, deliberate beat and a wall of phased guitars, warns of possible regret if people don’t wake up and give some input on their own future. “And We Danced” contrasts, is not concerned about the future of anything except the next partner on the dance floor. As the Hooters’ first Top-40 hit, “And We Danced” shows off the good party rock they’re more than comfortable playing.

A few other songs from Night will be ringing for a lifetime. “Where Do the Children Go?” is a duet with Patty Smyth of Scandal that will find its way to the radio when the Hooters want to show that they can handle a ballad. It would be foolish to say the Hooters are the only American rock act making good music, their diversity as musicians and their refusal to play heavy metal or synth-pop truly helps the outlook for American music. Lee Iacocca would be very proud of them indeed. Now if they only had 1/20 rust-proof protection.

The only song on the album produced by Mitch Easter, R.E.M.’s former producer. The rest of the album is produced by T-Bone Burnett, who should be proud of them indeed. Now if they only had 1/20 rust-proof protection.

Move to mainstream lacks grit

Mary Jacoby
Record review

Ain’t Love Grand

Records are rated on a four-star scale, four being the best.

If you’re at all familiar with any of X’s previous music, then you ‘d have to expect big things when they put out an album and name it Ain’t Love Grand.

Ain’t Love Grand is not exactly a mellow or even mediocre album. On the contrary, this fifth album (not counting an album X released recently under the name of The Knitters) from the spooked Los Angeles based punk band is cut above the rest. Songs like “Burning House of Love” and “Supercharged” are still typically X hard-driving and sarcastic.

In comparison with the band’s earlier work on the superb Under the Big Black Sun and the dully ironic More Fun In the New World, Ain’t Love Grand seems a bit tiring. In some places Ain’t Love Grand sounds surprisingly mellow, such as in John Doe and Exene Cervenka’s pledge to one another, “I’ll Stand Up for You.”

Many of the tracks on Ain’t Love Grand deserve to be hits.

TOMORROW

is the last day to apply for

Features copy editor

at The Observer

Applications are due at 5 p.m.
For more information, contact Mary Healy
at the Observer office, 239-5313

Rock can walk tall and hold its head high

Rocker stands up to legends

Kevin Walsh
Record review

Downtown Marshall Crenshaw

Records are rated on a four-star scale, four being the best.

If the Hooters’ sound seems the least bit familiar to you, it should. The Lennon and McCartney of the Hooters, lead singer Rob Hyman and guitarist Eric Bazilian, were the musicians who lit the match under rock’n’roll which would be foolish to say the Hooters are the only American rock act making good music.

The first two songs released from the album give a good sampling not only of the musical content of their songs, but of their lyrical content as well. “All You Zombies,” with its haunted-house sound thanks to its slow, deliberate beat and a wall of phased guitars, warns of possible regret if people don’t wake up and give some input on their own future. “And We Danced” contrasts, is not concerned about the future of anything except the next partner on the dance floor. As the Hooters’ first Top-40 hit, “And We Danced” shows off the good party rock they’re more than comfortable playing.

A few other songs from Night will be ringing for a lifetime. “Where Do the Children Go?” is a duet with Patty Smyth of Scandal that will find its way to the radio when the Hooters want to show that they can handle a ballad. It would be foolish to say the Hooters are the only American rock act making good music, their diversity as musicians and their refusal to play heavy metal or synth-pop truly helps the outlook for American music. Lee Iacocca would be very proud of them indeed. Now if they only had 1/20 rust-proof protection.
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Ain’t Love Grand is not exactly a mellow or even mediocre album. On the contrary, this fifth album (not counting an album X released recently under the name of The Knitters) from the spooked Los Angeles based punk band is cut above the rest. Songs like “Burning House of Love” and “Supercharged” are still typically X hard-driving and sarcastic.

In comparison with the band’s earlier work on the superb Under the Big Black Sun and the dully ironic More Fun In the New World, Ain’t Love Grand seems a bit tiring. In some places Ain’t Love Grand sounds surprisingly mellow, such as in John Doe and Exene Cervenka’s pledge to one another, “I’ll Stand Up for You.”

Many of the tracks on Ain’t Love Grand deserve to be hits.
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If the Hooters’ sound seems the least bit familiar to you, it should. The Lennon and McCartney of the Hooters, lead singer Rob Hyman and guitarist Eric Bazilian, were the musicians who lit the match under rock’n’roll which would be foolish to say the Hooters are the only American rock act making good music.

The first two songs released from the album give a good sampling not only of the musical content of their songs, but of their lyrical content as well. “All You Zombies,” with its haunted-house sound thanks to its slow, deliberate beat and a wall of phased guitars, warns of possible regret if people don’t wake up and give some input on their own future. “And We Danced” contrasts, is not concerned about the future of anything except the next partner on the dance floor. As the Hooters’ first Top-40 hit, “And We Danced” shows off the good party rock they’re more than comfortable playing.

A few other songs from Night will be ringing for a lifetime. “Where Do the Children Go?” is a duet with Patty Smyth of Scandal that will find its way to the radio when the Hooters want to show that they can handle a ballad. It would be foolish to say the Hooters are the only American rock act making good music, their diversity as musicians and their refusal to play heavy metal or synth-pop truly helps the outlook for American music. Lee Iacocca would be very proud of them indeed. Now if they only had 1/20 rust-proof protection.
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Ain’t Love Grand is not exactly a mellow or even mediocre album. On the contrary, this fifth album (not counting an album X released recently under the name of The Knitters) from the spooked Los Angeles based punk band is cut above the rest. Songs like “Burning House of Love” and “Supercharged” are still typically X hard-driving and sarcastic.
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Golden dreams began at Notre Dame and Folsom

It is a gold rush town, well preserved and now something of a tourist attraction. Antique and souvenir shops spill out onto the wooden sidewalks, more than one ice cream parlor beckons to the travel weary. The playhouse presents its features in faded window displays, and across the street one can choose from a selection of handmade figurines and music boxes playing "Oh, Susannah."

Alison Pivonka

as you like it

Folsom is one of many towns that sprang up almost overnight from the chaos that was California in 1849. Here a man could find wealth beyond his wildest dreams, he could "scrape his boot heel and pick up the price of a meal." It was in the Mother Lode that railroad

Consider devoting time to serving of truly needy

Few would deny the value of community service. For most of us at Notre Dame, school cattiehsmooth introduced the inherent goodness of service Sunday homilies preached the benevolent ideal, and Notre Dame experiences reinforced the quality of life dedicated to altruism.

Pat Markey and Kim Roering

guest column

But what about us? While most agree that service in a virtue, few are able to convert such convictions into action. The demands of uni-

versity life - Emil quizzes, philosophy papers, math problems, quizzes, early-exam grading, seminar papers, even all-campus parties - have left us with no time for trite idealism. No longer are aspirations for a more just world part of our lifestyles. Staying ahead has become the rule in hectaric academic life. Your high standards are made for us, not by us. Time races on...

We are seniors. Panic. That distant future in which our educational choices will be our own is upon us. The options before us are limitless. The South Africans are not going anywhere. We can begin our career anywhere at any time. But today's freedom may not exist for us in a few years. If that humanism was ever real, now is the time to consider its action.

On Friday, Oct. 4, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., the Student Social Concerns will be sponsoring a Post-Graduate Opportunities Day. Representatives from various service organizations, including Holy Cross Associates and the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, will be there to provide information for those considering a period of post graduate service.

International bad guys are noted for their actions

Ladies and gentlemen, the jury is in. Smoke Signals presents the first annual International Bad Guy Awards. The attempt is made in no small part at a bit of culture, for examples of extremely had behavior by one nation or its subjects toward another nation, international law or the bounds of human rights. The South Africans can always arrest a few thousand illegal immigrants; the French are adopting a new "get tough" policy; and trying to shed their effete image. We asked a French spokesman to talk about the prize winning incident.

"Well, we knew the South Africans were not going to like the decision, knowing they would lose and be humiliated. They can, however, claim their prize, a 40 year term in prison. Nelson Mandela's prison term or maybe even knocked off his出台el for some of the.of his words and actions would not have invited that favor. We tried to create a few incidents in the past that somehow seemed to come up smelling like roses. This year, we decided to go for broke and use one single, outrageus incident to put us over the top. We figured the South Africans would not be too clever and would try to win the award with an overwhelming number of boring human rights violations. We decided that something innovative might capture the judges' imaginations, so we figured that planting a bomb on a Greenpeace ship in a New Zealand port might do the trick. I mean, who would ever think of picking up a bunch of do-gooders like Greenpeace. It must have gamed us some points in the Tautlessness, Clandestine Acts, and Picking-on-the-Helpless categories. We are just glad it was not our senior considerations. As we move beyond Notre Dame, we will know that ours was a meaningful decision made in haste, but rather, a meaningful resolution based upon our genuine aspirations.

Pat Markey is a government major and Kim Roering is an American studies major. Both are seniors at Notre Dame.

Quote of the day

"It is only great men who take up a great space by not being there." 

G.K. Chesterton

(1874-1936)
How to keep from breaking up during October

Lest we would like to address LSU's attack on the logic and maturity of the letters that appear in Viewpoint. He concluded his letter in this manner: "So why don't you get real McCallough and write something that is non-

February 14th, 1985

Dear Editor:

On the other hand, we know for a fact that there are many people here at Notre Dame who maintain a very active and dynamic social life. This being the case, we would have to agree with the suggestion, "If it is so bad here, why don't you go somewhere else?" Wouldn't you be better off somewhere else? Isn't it better for you to escape the situation? Is your attitude which hinders your social life. In order to improve your social life, you must make a conscious effort to do so.

Second, we just do not see the connection between the problems in the social and problems at Notre Dame. We, as students, do have the power to do something when things we disagree with. We can attempt to change the situation, or, as has been suggested before, go somewhere else. Someone means and grasps about a situation but does nothing to alleviate the problem, while in agreement with the person who suggests, "If it is so bad here, why don't you go somewhere else?" Wouldn't you be better off somewhere else? Isn't it better for you to escape the situation? Is your attitude which hinders your social life. In order to improve your social life, you must make a conscious effort to do so.

Second, we just do not see the connection between the problems in the social and problems at Notre Dame. We, as students, do have the power to do something when things we disagree with. We can attempt to change the situation, or, as has been suggested before, go somewhere else. Someone means and grasps about a situation but does nothing to alleviate the problem, while in agreement with the person who suggests, "If it is so bad here, why don't you go somewhere else?" Wouldn't you be better off somewhere else? Isn't it better for you to escape the situation? Is your attitude which hinders your social life. In order to improve your social life, you must make a conscious effort to do so.

Second, we just do not see the connection between the problems in the social and problems at Notre Dame. We, as students, do have the power to do something when things we disagree with. We can attempt to change the situation, or, as has been suggested before, go somewhere else. Someone means and grasps about a situation but does nothing to alleviate the problem, while in agreement with the person who suggests, "If it is so bad here, why don't you go somewhere else?" Wouldn't you be better off somewhere else? Isn't it better for you to escape the situation? Is your attitude which hinders your social life. In order to improve your social life, you must make a conscious effort to do so.

Second, we just do not see the connection between the problems in the social and problems at Notre Dame. We, as students, do have the power to do something when things we disagree with. We can attempt to change the situation, or, as has been suggested before, go somewhere else. Someone means and grasps about a situation but does nothing to alleviate the problem, while in agreement with the person who suggests, "If it is so bad here, why don't you go somewhere else?" Wouldn't you be better off somewhere else? Isn't it better for you to escape the situation? Is your attitude which hinders your social life. In order to improve your social life, you must make a conscious effort to do so.

Second, we just do not see the connection between the problems in the social and problems at Notre Dame. We, as students, do have the power to do something when things we disagree with. We can attempt to change the situation, or, as has been suggested before, go somewhere else. Someone means and grasps about a situation but does nothing to alleviate the problem, while in agreement with the person who suggests, "If it is so bad here, why don't you go somewhere else?" Wouldn't you be better off somewhere else? Isn't it better for you to escape the situation? Is your attitude which hinders your social life. In order to improve your social life, you must make a conscious effort to do so.

Second, we just do not see the connection between the problems in the social and problems at Notre Dame. We, as students, do have the power to do something when things we disagree with. We can attempt to change the situation, or, as has been suggested before, go somewhere else. Someone means and grasps about a situation but does nothing to alleviate the problem, while in agreement with the person who suggests, "If it is so bad here, why don't you go somewhere else?" Wouldn't you be better off somewhere else? Isn't it better for you to escape the situation? Is your attitude which hinders your social life. In order to improve your social life, you must make a conscious effort to do so.

Second, we just do not see the connection between the problems in the social and problems at Notre Dame. We, as students, do have the power to do something when things we disagree with. We can attempt to change the situation, or, as has been suggested before, go somewhere else. Someone means and grasps about a situation but does nothing to alleviate the problem, while in agreement with the person who suggests, "If it is so bad here, why don't you go somewhere else?" Wouldn't you be better off somewhere else? Isn't it better for you to escape the situation? Is your attitude which hinders your social life. In order to improve your social life, you must make a conscious effort to do so.

Second, we just do not see the connection between the problems in the social and problems at Notre Dame. We, as students, do have the power to do something when things we disagree with. We can attempt to change the situation, or, as has been suggested before, go somewhere else. Someone means and grasps about a situation but does nothing to alleviate the problem, while in agreement with the person who suggests, "If it is so bad here, why don't you go somewhere else?" Wouldn't you be better off somewhere else? Isn't it better for you to escape the situation? Is your attitude which hinders your social life. In order to improve your social life, you must make a conscious effort to do so.
The off-campus football team will have practice tomorrow. All players must attend or call Kevin at 272-0416 before practice. - The Observer

The ND junior class will sponsor a softball festival tomorrow beginning at 4 p.m. Teams will consist of 10 juniors, of whom four must be women. Prizes will be awarded to the winning team, as well as to the team with the most creative uniform, and food will be provided for all participants. All juniors are invited to attend and cheer on their classmates. The food should be pretty good, too. - The Observer

The ND Cycling Club will be meeting tonight at 8:15 p.m. in the New Orleans Room in LaFortune. - The Observer

The novice fencing program will begin on October 2 at 5 p.m. at the shops above Gate 4 of the ACC. Any students, men and women, who are interested may attend the first session in athletic attire. Thereafter, practices will be every Wednesday and Wednesday will vary in time. For more information, contact fencing coach Mike De Cicco. - The Observer

The ND-Air Force football game will be broadcast live Saturday on WVMN AM-1450. "The Irish Today" preregume show begins at 1:55 p.m., and Pete Pronaca and Vito Gagliardi will have the play-by-play at 2:30 p.m. - The Observer

Open rec-en volleyball games will be played tonight and every night from 9 p.m. to 10:45 p.m. in the Angels Athletic Facility. - The Observer

Body fat measurements will be provided by NVA on Monday from 7:15 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the NVA in the ACC. The testing is free for all students, faculty and staff. - The Observer

NVA co-rec basketball escorted of five men and five women. The co-rec basketball tourney includes three divisions: men's, women's and grad-faculty. Call 239-6100 for more information. - The Observer

NVA racquetball tournament entries are due Wednesday at the NVA office in the ACC. The best-of-three singles games, Zaxxon, will be provided for all participants. All juniors are invited to attend tomorrow of whom must be women. - The Observer

Friday, October 1, 1982 - The Observer

The Observer Notes: Office hours: located on the third floor of Lafayette Student Center. Accepts letters advertising from 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Observer Saint Mark's office, located on the third floor of Hugger College in the place (South Campus Drive), is open to the public from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. Deadline for next day's classifieds is 4 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaed, either in person or by mail. Call to select in terms of five characters please.
BY MIKE KEEGAN  
Sports Writer

Things are going smoothly for the Notre Dame Rugby football team, which has not only added new players to its ranks but has also maintained a winning streak that is now at 25 straight games. The team's success is due in part to the leadership and guidance of head coach Phil Sheraton.

Sheraton, who has been with the team for three years, has consistently provided the team with a strong foundation on which to build. His emphasis on teamwork and discipline has helped the team achieve their current level of success. "I'm really pleased at Shorter's performance," he says. "He's an athlete with an international reputation, and that's nice to expect medalists in 1976 in the same event."

The team's recent victory over the University of Michigan was a testament to their hard work and dedication. "I'm really psyched about the rest of the season," says Sheraton. "We've worked very hard and we've been learning from our mistakes. We've been together for three years and we work well together."
Suglich likes her role as setter

By CHUCK FREEBY
Sports Writer

Jill Suglich is probably the only woman on the Notre Dame campus who doesn’t mind being called an Irish setter.

In fact, Suglich wouldn’t mind being called the Irish setter.

Suglich has been granted her wish. The Chicago volleyball team has allowed her to be the setter.

That’s part of Suglich’s style. One of the most aggressive players on the Irish squad, Suglich realizes she has to work hard for the team to succeed.

“I’m not like a cheerleader on the floor,” remarks the College of Business student. “I just try to lead by example and to keep everyone up. The game is so quick at this level that you can’t afford to be thinking about your last mistake.”

That goes double for Suglich, who has plenty of things to think about on the court. Before the ball is in play, Suglich is already surveying the opposing team’s defense for weaknesses.

“Before the serve, I look to see where the other team’s shortest blocker is, where the setter is and where I might dump the ball,” says Suglich. “I have to always look for things, because the game is based on three hits, and you want to keep your tempo and break up the other team’s.”

If Suglich can accomplish that task consistently, she has a shot at accomplishing both of her volleyball career goals.

“For the team, I would like to see us achieve national ranking before I leave, and I think we can do that. As for myself, maybe I could be remembered as a great setter.”

She’s already making progress on both of those.

Mets cut lead to one game with 5-2 win

Associated Press

ST. LOUIS - Dwight Gooden threw a one-hitter in pitchers in New York Mets to a 5-2 victory over Joaquin Andujar and the St. Louis Cardinals. Andujar gave up one hit in the ninth inning, however, retiring Tom Herr on a line drive to second baseman Walt Backman with the bases loaded and a run in.

The victory was the second straight for the Mets over the Cardinals in the three-game series, which concludes tonight. The Mets beat the Cards 1-0 in 11 innings Tuesday night on Darryl Strawberry’s home run.

George Foster had three hits for the Mets including his 21st homer, leading off the seventh.

Free Haircuts
Our styled haircuts are only $6.00 and now we’ll give you a card that entitles you to every 5th haircut free. Call or walk in on over-

Fire: 246-1007

Free Raireuts-

Wygant Floral CO. Inc.

"Flowers for all occasions"
Come in and Browse

327 Lincolnway 232-3354

"Jump into your B-day suit and join me in a mine on my 20th!"

Have a great Birthday, Ali
Love, The Lyonites

Specials good thru 10-5-85

KING’S CELLAR

254 DIXIEWAY NORTH ROSELAND
272-2522

233-4603
Field hockey team hopes to hit midseason stride

Coach has confidence in junior DiGiacomo

By RICK RIETBROCK

Sports Writer

Junior forward Corinne DiGiacomo led the Notre Dame field hockey team in goals scored last season, although she and her teammates are having a tough time putting the ball in the net this year. The 4-4-1 Irish, however, will attempt to get the offense going in this afternoon's game against Bowling Green at 2 p.m. at McLaughlin Field. Tom Yooc
gives details of last Tuesday's tie with Michigan State in this story at left, while Rick Rietbrock features DiGiacomo at right.

By TOM YOON

Sports Writer

When the Notre Dame field hockey team traveled to Michigan State last Tuesday, it expected to encounter a very tough Spartan team, and it did.

With the Irish leading throughout the game, 1-0, it came down to literally the last second before Michigan State finally scored to knot up the contest at 1-1. The match continued until the game was finally called at the second overtime with the score still tied at 1-1.

"It was a heart-breaking game," said Head Coach Jill Lindenfeld. "The tie felt like a loss because we were leading the whole game until that last second. I felt that they would score because they just kept on coming.

And with everyone on offense, it was only a matter of time before something made it into the net.

Lindenfeld was not prepared to accept, however, the way the Spartans finally put the ball in the net.

"They are a world class team. One of their players got a free hit and it just happened to ricochet off (another) player," said Lindenfeld. "That threw (Notre Dame goalie Patti Gallagher's) timing off and that allowed them to tie the game with just one second left on the clock.

The Irish goal came when Melissa Sommer, who had sat out much of the contest for a rest, went down the left side of the field and hit a very hard and accurate shot right into the net.

Overall, I would have to say that we played a very good game and that Patti, Melissa and Dave trained very well," said Lindenfeld. "Mary had the task of defending our best scorer and she did a very good job on defense. I was pleased about the whole game, but in defense, the tie felt like a loss.

With the field hockey team being scored at 4-4-1, the Irish said IRISH, page 9

IRISH start home stand today against Goshen

The Notre Dame soccer team was able to remedy a sluggish start with an inspired second half of play to take the visiting Bowling Green Falcons to a 1-1 tie in the Irish's home opener yesterday.

The visitors clearly controlled the tempo of the first half and applied constant pressure on the Notre Dame goal. Fortunately for the Irish, the Falcons were unable to capitalize on the sporadic play of the home team. Notre Dame, which left the field at halftime with only a 0-0 deficit.

"We just were not ready to play," said Irish head coach Dennis Grace. "We were very fortunate it was only 1-0 at halftime. But they were very fortunate it ended in a 1-1 tie, because we were all over them in the second half.

How true this was. The Irish came out with a renewed intensity in the second half. The reversal was apparent as everything seemed to fall back into place. Intelligent passing, aggressive teamwork combined to display the domination the Irish had over the Bowling Green squad.

Notre Dame was able to move the ball badly into Falcon territory, forcing the ballkeeper Jeff VanDeventer to stop 11 of 19 shots in the game. The Irish tied the game at the 75.49 mark from the foot of freshman midfielder Tom Gerlach. Fellow freshman Joe Steinbrecher carried the ball to the corner, and hit a low cross past the ballkeeper. Here, Gerlach punched the ball into the upper left hand corner of the goal. Gerlach leads the Irish with three goals and three assists in her two-year career.

"This was our first game and we were not ready to play," said Grace.

But the Irish victory was a virtual certainty. But it is also different from the past three years, when the Falcons have come out on top. This year it is Air Force who is the favorite - and this Falcon team is adjusting well to the new role.

"It's bringing out the best in us," said Air Force coach Fisher.

But an Irish victory Saturday in Colorado Springs will be a 'must game,' according to Larry Burke, Irish cornerback Mike Haywood was standing just outside the Notre Dame lockerroom, encircled by a small crowd of reporters.

"Will next week's game against Air Force be a 'must game' for Notre Dame?" he was asked.

"You don't have to be in that situation this early," Haywood replied, but I'd have to say that it's a 'must game.' Air Force has dominated us for the past three years and we've got to make a change in our perspective pretty well. The 1-2 Irish must defeat Air Force next week's game against Air Force be a 'must game' for Notre Dame, and, in fact, that they can play with anybody. This is a veteran-laden team, and they're not intimidated by teams like Notre Dame or Air Force.

And Saturday afternoon the Falcons will be shooting for their fourth straight win over the Irish. Only Southern Cal, which beat Notre Dame five straight times between 1975 and 1982, has ever had that kind of consistent mastery over Notre Dame.

EXTRA POINTS: Irish tailback Allen Pinkett is only 192 yards away from breaking Vegas Ferguson's all-time Notre Dame rushing record. But the Irish haven't had much success on the ground so far this season, averaging just 111.6 yards per game on the ground. But the Irish have had six 200-yard performances on the ground.

But the Irish have had six 200-yard performances on the ground.

But the Irish have had six 200-yard performances on the ground.

But the Irish have had six 200-yard performances on the ground.